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Issue aspect and footprints 

Some recent firewalls from SonicWall are blocking the communication from LDK Admin License Manager regardless of the platform. 

The first handshake among LDK API and License Manager is done properly; however, as soon as the API and the License Manager start exchanging data, the packets are 

blocked/dropped by the firewall. 

This occurs because the Admin License Manager and LDK API embed some HTML data into TCP/UDP protocols and, at the same time, some versions of SonicWall firewalls 

have HTML filtering active (Gemalto can't exclude that other firewall products will have similar default settings). 

Regarding SonicWall only, dropped packets should be logged into SonicWall Packet Monitor, like in the below image: 



 

  



 

Solution 

On September 28th 2017, SonicWall Technical Support informed users that only firewall versions 6.1, 6.2, or above have HTML content filtering active by default. 

These filters can be disabled into the proper menu under Security Services, Content filter, CFS Policies. 

To be exact, SonicWall technical support instructed users to disable the following three options: 

 cfsUserPolicy0 

 cfsZonePolicy0 

 cfsZonePolicy1 

 This solved the problem all times that the issue occurred until the date this article was created. 

Please see the image below to better identify where the options are located. 

 

Notes: 

 SonicWall might have changed the GUI layout since September 28, 2017. 

 Gemalto has no exact information on what these filters are meant to achieve and Gemalto is unaware of security side-effects (apart from that our License Manager 

HTML communication was allowed).  

 Gemalto cannot assist on SonicWall product configuration. Screenshots and details related to SonicWall products are given from a real use case with 6.1 and 6.2 

firewalls but are meant to be an example only. Please consult with SonicWall directly if assistance is required to disable HTML filtering. 



 


